Abstract. In this paper, a CBR transport scheme for VBR MPEG-2 video-on-demand traffic in ATNI networks is proposed. The basic idea is to smooth the VBR traffic to match a given bandwidth. In order to keep the continuous playback of the video, our scheme requires a suitable amount of buffer space at the receiver side and introduces an initial playback delay. We study these two performance measures as functions of allocated bandwidth. For given buffer size and bandwidth, it is sometimes necessary to control the transmission in order to satisfy the required QoS. Two control methods are examined and the corresponding minimum buffer requirements for the given QoS and bandwidth are investigated.
Introduction
As a potential major traffic in future ATM-based B-ISDN, video has generated a lot of research activities. Among them, a large proportion were on the statistical characteristics of the video sequences [4, 7, 9, 11, 12] . From these studies, it is clear that VBR MPEG-2 traffic is extremely content-dependent and thus almost unpredictable. In comparison with other VBR traffic (e.g. video conferencing and on-off sources) such a traffic pattern is far more complicated. Hence, an exact bandwidth estimation for such traffic will be very complicated and require a considerable amount of computation time which would not be acceptable for real-time implementations.
Since most of the difficulties in handling VBR traffic are caused by its unpredictable instant rate, it was therefore suggested to do some kind of smoothing on the lraffic before feeding it into the network. The cost for traffic smoothing is the extra processing delay. According to the length of the smoothing period, smoothing can be a long-term smoothing or a short-term smoothing. Short-term smoothing schemes can only reduce the rate variation to some extent but still produce a VBR traffic sequence. Such a scheme, called the macro-frame scheme, has been studied in [6, 101 and it was found that it can really save some bandwidth. Long-term smoothing scheme has the potential ability to produce a real CBR traffic. The problems are how to balance the advantages and disadvantages introduced.
In this paper, we propose a CBR transportation technique for VBR MPEG-2 video-on-demand (a long-term smoothing scheme). Before describing the details of the method, it is necessary to point out that 1) our CBR transportation method is not the one that is achieved in the MPEG-2 encoder by dynamically adjusting the quantization scale to match the target constant bit rate output and 2) our method is also applicable to other non-real time VBR traffic although it is proposed for MPEG-2 traffic here. As will be shown in the 
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Characteristics of 1LIPEG-2 Sequence
IVZPEG-2 coding algorithm carries out the source compression from both temporal and spatial directions. Generally, an MPEG-2 encoder can generate )three types of frames, namely, the intra-frames (1 frames), the predicted frames ( P frames) and the bi-directional frames ( E l frames). An I frame is the start of a certain coding period1 and it is obtained by simply encoding an individual picture without utilizing any related information in the past frames. 'While a P frame contains the information that is predicted from the most previous I or P frames. A B frame is generated by considering the contents in both the past and the future ,I or P frames immediately adjacent to it. Therefore, the coded video sequence is in the format like I B B P B B P B B P I B B P....
The traffic sequence used throughout this paper are composed of 66 pieces of short movie samples with various scene contents, including both scenes with quick background change and scenes without background (change. The total length of the 66 sub-sequences is around 19,000 frames and this will last for aibout 633.33 seconds. In ordler to have a sufficient long sequence for investigation, we randomly mixed the 66 subsequences to compose several loing sequences of around 59,467 frames.
Our statistical analysis of the composed sequence and the sequences of different types of frames showed results similar to what were reported in [4, 11] . First, the sequences present a pseudo-periodic property. 
CBR Transportation Scheme
The proposed CBR transportation scheme for VBR MPEG-2 video-on-demand traffic works as follows. The video sequence is transported at the speed c (cells per frame interval). If the cell rate of a frame is larger than C , the extra cells will be transported in succeeding frame intervals. If the cell rate of a frame is less than c, the remaining bandwidth will be used to transmit the cells in succeeding frames. Clearly, the scheme is equivalent to a long-term smoothing process with smoothing period being the whole video sequence.
In order to ensure continuous playback of the video, it is required that all the cells in a frame must be able to reach the receiver at the time when the frame is decoded. This requirement is not difficult to satisfy if the cell rate of the frame is less than the given bandwidth. If the cell rate of a frame is large than the given bandwidth, some cells in the frame has to be delayed for a while, and if a number of high cell rate frames arrive successively, the delay will be accumulated gradually. To avoid the discontinuous playback that might be caused by such a delay, a certain amount of initial playback delay is necessary (i.e. to start the playback after the required initial delay). The minimum initial delay is determined by the maximum nwmber of accumulated cells that are behind their scheduled frame departure time. Meanwhile, in order to store the cells arriving during the initial delay period and arriving prior to their scheduled frame decoding time, a certain amount of receiver buffer is also required. It is clear that the receiver buffer size is determined by the larger value between the number of cells arriving in the initial playback delay period and the maximum number of accumulated cells arriving prior to their scheduled frame decoding time. What we are interested here are the relationships between the given bandwidth and the above issues. (4) Besides this, the buffer should also be able to store those cells arriving in the initial delay period and the minimum buffer size required will be Br2 = Bt. Thus, the total receiver buffer
B,~ =-min{o, Y,; n=0,1, ..., N } . The model proposed in [lo] for M-frame smoothed VBR MPEG-2 video sequence is a discrete time Markov modulated deterministic process @-MMDP) [13] which can be generated by the superposition of a certain number of identical, independent two-state mini-sources. There are totally five basic parameters, the cell generating rates of the mini-source at the two states respectively, the two transition probabilities between the two states and the number of mini-sources, to be determined for the model and they can be obtained by matching the five statistical characteristics (peak rate, bottom rate, mean rate, standard deviation and autocorrelation function coefficient) of the real sequence and the model generated sequence correspondingly. Results obtained in [lo] Therefore, the key is to find the probability distribution of P. 
with values taken from Z = U,"=,Z, . Then, F is the sum of M Zs.
Since each of the M random variables 2 s corresponds to a mini-source in the D-MMDP model, it is easy to obtain from the mini-source model that (11)
P { 2 0 = r, } = p 1 (01 + p> 9 p{z0 = r,,} = a/(a+p).
Also, it can be seen that P{z,+, = nr,
where m,n = 1, 2, ... Bes,ides the above analysis, another more straightforward way to solve the problems is to use simulation to find the proper buffer sizes. The following are thle simulation results for the reall VBR MPEG-2 sequences mentioned in section 2. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the initial playback delay and the required transportation bandwidth. It can be seen that the initial playback delay decreases sharply with the increase in bandwidth. The dashed line marked point corresponds to the me,m rate of the sequence. When Ilhe transportation rate equals about 8.25~10' bps, only about 3 % above the sequence mean rate, the delay becomes almost negligible. This implies that even a small amount of initial playback delay can result in significant savings in bandwidth. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the required buffer size and the given bandwidth. In lhis figure, the short dashed line marked point corresponds to the mean rate of the video sequence. It can be seen that the required buffer size almost linearly decreases with the increase in bandwidth when the given bandwidth is less than the mean rate of the video sequence, and the curve reaches, the bottom point slightly before reaching the mean video rate. The reason behind is that when the bandwidth is less than the mean video sequence rate, the required buffer size is determined by the number of cells accumulated in the initial playback delay period. After the bottom point, when the given bandwidth is larger than the mean video sequence rate, the required buffer size almost linearly increases with the increase in bandwidth and this is because the required buffer size is determined by the number of accumulated cells arriving perior to their scheduled decoding time in these cases.
Controlled CBR Transportation
The pure CBR transportation scheme discussed in the last section requires a very large buffer. In real applications, it is sometimes difficult or not always possible to satisfy this requirement and a limited buffer size is usually the case. One possible method is to introduce control into the scheme so that the transmission rate can be adjusted according to the buffer condition. More specifically, the controlled scheme is briefly as follows: if the buffer is not full, the transportation is carried out in the given rate C. If the buffer is full, the uansmission rate is then adjusted to a rate X = min{C, X r z } . This control process is not difficult to implement and does not need any feedback information from the receiver. However, the buffer must be large enough to store all the cells arriving in the initial playback delay period. ' a i s is one of the issues need to be addressed in this section.
In the controlled CBR scheme, some cells may be delayed due to the rate control and these cells will be out of date when they arrive at the receiver side. Hence, they will be eventually dropped and cause the same effect as the lost cells. This is called rate-control-caused cell loss and is closely related to the given transmission rate and the given buffer size. This relationship is another issue.
Eventhough the control process itself is not complicated, it is still very difficult to find the theoretical solutions to the above issues. Therefore, simulation is used instead. The video sequence used in the simulation is the one discussed in section 2. First of all, let us consider the minimum buffer size required by the scheme. As pointed out before, the minimum buffer size is determined by the initial playback delay, where D is the initial playback delay and C is the given bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the simulated result of B, , as a function of C. In the figure, the dashed line marked point corresponds to the mean rate of the video sequence. It can be seen clearly that the whole curve monotonously decreases with increase in transportation rate C but with different slopes for the C that is less than the mean rate of the video sequence and the C larger than the mean rate of the video sequence. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the receiver buffer size and the control caused cell loss ratio of delayed-cell dropping at receiver scheme. From the top curve downwards, the j th curve corresponds to the bandwidth equal to 1+( j-1)% of the mean rate of the video sequence. Clearlu, cell loss ratio is unacceptable if the bandwidth equals the mean rate of the video sequence (top curve). If the bandwidth is increased by even a small mount (less than 10% of the mean rate), an extremely small cell loss ratio can be achieved. Aslo, there is only very little difference between the receiver buffer size
required to satisfy a lo-' cell loss ratio and a lo-'' cell loss ratio. This implies that the required receiver buffer size is not very sensitive to the required control caused cell loss ratio when it is large enough to satisfy a certain (say lo4) cell loss requirement. By comparing all the curves, it can be seen clearly that increasing bandwidth can lead to a great decrease in required receiver buffer size.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a CBR transportation scheme for VBR MPEG-2 video transportation in ATM networks. It is found that the proposed CBR scheme can save a lot o€ bandwidth by allowing a certain amount of initial playback delay and a certain receiver buffer. A controlled CBR scheme is also proposed for the applications with limited receiver buffer size. For this controlled CBR scheme, the trade-off between transportation bandwidth and receiver buffer size, cell loss ratio and receiver buffer size are respectively studied. From both network management and bandwidth saving points of view, the porposed scheme is prior to other schemes. However, it can only be used in video on-demand applications. The proposed scheme can obviously be used in other non-real time VBR transportations in ATM networks as well. 
